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A B S T R A C T   

The RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) and 3C-like protease (3CLpro) from SARS-CoV-2 play crucial roles 
in the viral life cycle and are considered the most promising targets for drug discovery against SARS-CoV-2. In 
this study, FDA-approved drugs were screened to identify the probable anti-RdRp and 3CLpro inhibitors by 
molecular docking approach. The number of ligands selected from the PubChem database of NCBI for screening 
was 1760. Ligands were energy minimized using Open Babel. The RdRp and 3CLpro protein sequences were 
retrieved from the NCBI database. For Homology Modeling predictions, we used the Swiss model server. Their 
structure was then energetically minimized using SPDB viewer software and visualized in the CHIMERA UCSF 
software. Molecular dockings were performed using AutoDock Vina, and candidate drugs were selected based on 
binding affinity (∆G). Hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions between ligands and proteins were 
visualized using Ligplot and the Discovery Studio Visualizer v3.0 software. Our results showed 58 drugs against 
RdRp, which had binding energy of − 8.5 or less, and 69 drugs to inhibit the 3CLpro enzyme with a binding 
energy of − 8.1 or less. Six drugs based on binding energy and number of hydrogen bonds were chosen for the 
next step of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate drug-protein interactions (including Nilotinib, 
Imatinib and dihydroergotamine for 3clpro and Lapatinib, Dexasone and Relategravir for RdRp). Except for 
Lapatinib, other drugs-complexes were stable during MD simulation. Raltegravir, an anti-HIV drug, was observed 
to be the best compound against RdRp based on docking binding energy (− 9.5 kcal/mole) and MD results. 
According to the MD results and binding energy, dihydroergotamine is a suitable candidate for 3clpro inhibition 
(− 9.6 kcal/mol). These drugs were classified into several categories, including antiviral, antibacterial, anti- 
inflammatory, anti-allergic, cardiovascular, anticoagulant, BPH and impotence, antipsychotic, antimigraine, 
anticancer, and so on. The common prescription-indications for some of these medication categories appeared 
somewhat in line with manifestations of COVID-19. We hope that they can be beneficial for patients with certain 
specific symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 infection, but they can also probably inhibit viral enzymes. We recommend 
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further experimental evaluations in vitro and in vivo on these FDA-approved drugs to assess their potential 
antiviral effect on SARS-CoV-2.   

1. Introduction 

The world is currently experiencing an emerging pandemic called 
COVID-19 (caused by SARS-CoV-2), to which no effective antiviral drugs 
or vaccines have been approved to date [1]. A recent hypothesis has 
proposed that COVID-19 may have three phases. Some of the drugs are 
probably more effective in each phase separately. These three phases are 
called the viral early infection phase, the pulmonary phase, and the 
hyper-inflammation phase [2]. In the early infection phase, antiviral 
drugs are probably the best option. In the second phase, due to the 
involvement of the immune system, the lungs become involved. Some 
symptoms, such as cough, shortness of breath, and hypoxia, are 
observed in this phase. Blood clots are also reported mostly in the second 
phase. In the hyper-inflammation phase, the cytokine storm is triggered 
by the activation of the immune system. The cytokine storm leads to 
more severe damage to the lungs, kidneys, heart, and other organs. In 
this phase, the anti-inflammatory category of drug candidates is prob-
ably better to be more investigated. Given that these phases overlap, no 
single drug is expected to be sufficient for all three phases, and a com-
bination of drugs would probably be more efficient [2]. 

The rapid global spread of this virus has underscored the need to 
develop anti-Coronavirus therapies. Several approaches and strategies 
are typically used to detect a potential antiviral treatment against 
various infections, such as the new Coronavirus. One possible common 
approach is applying the existing broad-spectrum antiviral drugs using 
standard assays. Screening the previously approved chemical com-
pounds by bioinformatics tools is another fast method in antiviral drug 
discovery. In this method, medications are evaluated for their potency to 
inhibit some essential elements of the new viruses [1,3]. 

The 3CLpro is the prime enzyme responsible for proteolysis. It 
cleaves the viral polyprotein into distinct functional components [4]. 
The essential value of 3CLpro in the virus life cycle makes it a suitable 
target for developing effective antiviral drugs against different Coro-
naviruses [5,6]. 3Clpro offers unconventional Cys catalytic residues 
with a unique diversification. Differently from other chymotrypsin-like 
enzymes and many SER (or Cys) hydrolases, including catalytic 
Cys-His Dyad instead of a canonical Ser (Cys)-His-Asp (Glu) triad8. The 
Cys145 and His41 catalytic residues in 3Clpro are entombed on the 
protein surface in an active site cavity. This cavity can contain four 
substrates in P1’ to P4 positions and is flanked by both Domains I and II 
residues [7]. Another essential non-structural protein of the Coronavirus 
is the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp, also known as nsp12) 
[8]. RdRp catalyzes the viral RNA synthesis and thus plays a pivotal role 
in the SARS-CoV-2 replication and transcription process, probably along 
with nsp7 and nsp8 as co-factors [9,10]. Among coronaviruses, partic-
ularly in SARS-CoV-2, essential sites such as template entry and binding, 
polymerase activity reaction site followed by the exit through the tunnel 
(thumb) are highly conserved. Tyr618, Cys622, Asn691, Asn695, 
Met755, Ile756, Leu757, Leu758, Ser759, Asp760, Asp761, Ala762, 
Val763, Glu811, Phe812, Cys813 and Ser814 are the critical residues of 
interaction in the RDRP active site. The residue of active sites are 
adjoining aspartates, i.e. Asp761 and Asp762, participate in specific 
RdRp enzyme reactions [11]. 

Different anti-RNA polymerase drugs currently on the market have 
been previously approved for use against various viruses, including 
Ribavirin [12], Remdesivir [13], Galidesivir [14], and Tenofovir [15]. 
They are presently being examined against SARS-CoV-2 RNA-dependent 
RNA polymerase (RdRp). For the 3CLpro target, several studies and 
current clinical trials have proposed the Lopinavir [16], Ritonavir [17], 
Darunavir [18], Ganovo [19], ASC09F [20], and Cobicistat [21]. Rito-
navir/Lopinavir (LPV) is one of the most commonly reported clinical 

trials for COVID-19. Even though some data indicate somewhat efficacy 
for LPV, its severe side effects are considerable [22,23]. These confirm 
that RdRp and 3CLpro can be recommended as valuable targets for drug 
design against SARS-CoV-2, and inhibition of their activity seems a 
promising strategy to cure SARS-CoV-2 infection. In this study, we used 
a target-based virtual screening approach to identify novel inhibitors of 
SARS-CoV-2 RdRp and 3CLpro. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Retrieving drugs from databases and ligand minimizations 

Drug repurposing using virtual screening (VS) techniques is one of 
the rapid and most promising strategies to candidate drugs against the 
Coronavirus [24]. 

In this study, 3D structures of 1760 FDA-approved drugs were 
retrieved from the NCBI PubChem database [25]. In fact, there were 
three-dimensional structures for approximately 2500 approved small 
molecule drugs (not proteins, etc); Therefore, We first removed some of 
the structures from our selection set including, the two-component 
structures, tiny compounds weighing less than 100 kDa, and the 
large-complex compounds with a high number of rotatable bonds. The 
remaining small molecules were filtered and selected for further docking 
analysis, including the 1760 small molecule drugs. The conjugate 
gradient geometry optimization was performed using Open Babel [26] 
and MMFF94 force fields for each drug geometry [27]. 

2.2. Molecular modeling and energy minimization of targets 

RdRp and 3c-like proteinase (3CLpro) (from reference sequence of 
Accession number NC_045512) protein sequences were retrieved from 
the NCBI database. Then, homology modeling predictions were carried 
out using the Swiss model server (https://swissmodel.expasy.org/). The 
structures were energetically minimized using SPDB viewer software 
[28] and visualized by the CHIMERA UCSF v1.14 software [29]. The 
binding sites (active sites) in target proteins were identified by evalu-
ating protein grooves in CHIMERA UCSF software 22 [30] and consid-
ering the previous studies [19,31]. Since recently crystallography 
structures of the proteins were reported in PDB databank, we performed 
superimposing to check our homology modeling similarity with the 
crystallography results. Superimposing of the modeled structure with 
deposited crystallography structures available in PDB (Protein Data-
bank) revealed the root mean square deviation (RMSD) value of < 2 
angstroms (among 0.3–1.5 angstrom), which meant a perfect fit. 
Therefore, modeling has insignificant impacts on our overall results 
compared to using crystallography structures. 

2.3. Preparation of protein structures for docking analysis 

All nonpolar hydrogens were merged. Partial atomic charges were 
then assigned using the Gasteiger-Marsili approach for accurate ioni-
zation and tautomeric states of residues. Besides, charges were added to 
models, and Kollman United Atom charges and atomic salvation pa-
rameters were performed. 

2.4. Molecular docking 

Molecular docking was carried out to evaluate possible energy of 
interactions, hydrogen bonds, non-hydrogen bonds, and binding mode 
of FDA ligand datasets against RdRp and 3c-like proteinase binding sites. 
The docking studies were performed using AutoDock Vina v1.1.2 
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software in the PyRx v0.9.8 platform [32,33]. In docking, targets were 
considered semi-rigid while ligands were flexible. To perform the suit-
able docking for each ligand, we set the search space box parameters on 
32–37–39 Å (direction, x, y, and z), centered at (− 8, 15, and 67) Å, for 
3c-like proteinase, and upon 35–39–42 Å, centered at (144, 133, 158) Å, 
for RdRp. 

Final docked conformations were ranked based on binding energy 
(∆G) results, which meant the most favorable binding conformations 
had the lowest free energies. They were selected as suitable poses of 
binding and were then visually analyzed. Hydrogen bonds and the hy-
drophobic interactions between ligands and RdRp and 3c-like proteinase 
were analyzed (two-dimensionally) using LIGPLOT v.4.5.3 27 software 
[34]. Besides, the two-dimensional and three-dimensional structures of 
the selected ligands were analyzed using Discovery Studio Visualizer 
v3.0 software [35,30]. 

2.5. Molecular dynamics simulations 

An100 ns MD simulation for RdRp and 3clpro was used to confirm 
the docking results for identified candidate antiviral drugs. Molecular 
dynamics (MD) is a mathematical tool for analyzing the system dynamic 
structural behavior; in this process, atoms and molecules interact as a 
time-based function. The simulations of MD take the versatility of goals 
into account. The structural parameter RMSD and the number of inter-
molecular H-bonds have been used for determining the stability, dy-
namics and compactness of protein-drug complexes [36]. 

Six drugs were chosen for MD analysis based on binding energy and 
the number of hydrogen bonds in docking analysis. Six simulations were 
performed using the GROMACS 5.1.4 simulation suite for FDA-approved 
drugs containing Nilotinib, Imatinib, and dihydroergotamine for 3clpro 
and Lapatinib, Dexasone, and Relategravir for RdRp. The gromos54a7 
force field was utilized for the complexes [37]. The ATB server was used 
for the preparation of the coordinates and topology of ligands [38]. The 
complexes were then solvated with TIP3P water molecules in a trun-
cated octahedron periodic box with an 8 Å radius buffer zone of water 
molecules around the complexes using Gmx Editconf&Solvate soft-
wares. Then counter ions have been added with the tool of Gromacs to 
neutralize the overall system charge. The surface charge of the structure 
was neutralized by adding several sodium ions. Reduction of energy on 
the structures was performed with 50,000 steps using the steepest 
descent method for eliminating van der Waals interactions and forma-
tion of hydrogen bonds between water molecules and the complex. In 
the next step, the system temperature was gradually increased from 0◦ to 
310◦ K for 500 ps at constant volume, and then at constant pressure for 
500 ps the system was equilibrated. Molecular dynamics simulations 
were performed at a temperature of 310 K and a duration of 100 
nanoseconds. Non-bonded interactions with 10 Å intervals were calcu-
lated by the PME method. The SHAKE algorithm was used to limit the 
hydrogen atom bonds to increase computational speed. Finally, the 
simulation information was saved at 0.2 ps intervals for analysis. 

3. Result 

Molecular docking was performed on FDA-approved drugs to 
determine the potential drug candidates for inhibiting the SARS-CoV-2. 
The docking was based on the recognition of the binding pocket of 
Homology Modeled RdRp and 3CLpro enzymes. The SWISS online server 
modeled the viral proteins. The number of ligands selected from the 
PubChem database of NCBI for screening was 1760. All these drugs were 
docked against the two target enzymes of SARS-CoV-2 and ranked based 
on their binding affinity. The compounds with a binding affinity of − 8.5 
or less were considered better compounds, possibly inhibiting the RdRp 
enzyme. The binding affinity of − 8.1 or less was considered the selec-
tion criterion against the 3CLpro protein. We used AutoDock Vina to 
dock the drugs to achieve more accurate medicines related to the two 
viral essential components. We first selected the top 100 medications for 

each viral target based on the order of their affinity energies. Depending 
on the rate of changes in the affinity energies among the drugs ordered, 
we selected 58 candidate drugs against the active site of the RdRp 
enzyme with an affinity of − 8.5 or less and 69 candidate drugs against 
the active site of the 3CLpro enzyme with affinity binding. − 8.1 or less. 
We observed that 20 drugs had binding affinity energy less than − 9 
against the RdRp target. However, only seven drugs had binding affinity 
energy less than − 9 against the 3CLpro. They are likely to provide 
promising drugs against SARS-CoV-2. All the candidate drugs were then 
classified into several categories (Tables 1 and 2). We sought further 
studies on COVID-19 drugs to validate our identified drugs. We found 
that some of these candidate drugs have already been introduced or 
validated by various other studies, including in-silico, preclinical, and 
clinical trials. These verifying studies are available in Table 4. We also 
compared the two identified drug lists using the online Venn diagram 
tool. Supplementary Fig. S1 depicts the Venn diagram comparing the 
two drug lists against RdRp and 3CLpro. We found that 32 drugs were 
shared between the two drug lists. They seem to be promising since they 
would probably inhibit both of the essential viral components. Supple-
mentary Table S1 lists these 32 shared drugs (vs. RdRp and 3CLpro). 

All identified drug candidates were classified into several categories, 
including antiviral, anti-bacterial, anti-inflammatory, anti-allergic, car-
diovascular, anticoagulant, BPH and impotence, antipsychotic, anti-
migraine, anticancer, and so on. Tables 1 and 2 represent these 
classifications for the identified drug candidates against RdRp and 
3CLpro separately. The common prescription-indications for some of 
these medication categories appeared to be somewhat in line with 
manifestations of COVID-19. The docking binding interactions of the top 
ten active molecules (based on their binding energy) against the RdRp 
target are illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S2a and b. 

Raltegravir, an anti-HIV drug, was discovered to be the best com-
pound against RdRp based on binding energy (− 9.5 kcal/mole). Dox-
azosin (− 9.3 kcal/mol) was also a BPH drug that appeared as the 9th 
drug on our list. Both Raltegravir and Doxazosin formed four types of 
bonds, including H-bonds, hydrophobic contacts, Pi contacts, and 
halogen interactions illustrated in Figures No. 1 and 2. As represented in  
Fig. 1a, Raltegravir formed four conventional H-bonds (ARG553, 
ASP623, THR556, and ARG624). Besides, Raltegravir made three cation 
and anion Pi interactions (with ARG553, ASP623, and a Pi-sulfur 
interaction with MET542). It also formed five van der Waals contacts 
(with LYS621, ALA554, VAL557, ARG555, and SER681). Besides, Ral-
tegravir had two Pi-alkyl with MET542 and ALA558. It also made two Pi- 
Pi stacked with TYR455 and THR556. Fig. 1b–d provide the 3D in-
dications of docking interactions between Raltegravir and RdRp active 
site residues. 

Fig. 2a indicates Doxazosin interactions. Doxazosin made three 
conventional H-bonds (with TYR455, ARG553 and ARG624). It also 
formed five van der Waals contacts (with LYS545, ALA554, THR556, 
VAL557ana LYS798). Besides, it made tree Pi-alkyl interactions with 
LYS551, ARG553, LYS621, and ARG624. Fig. 2b–d represent the 3D 
interactions between Doxazosin and RdRp active site residues. 

Docking interactions of the top ten active molecules (based on their 
binding energy) against the 3CLpro target are depicted in Supplemen-
tary Fig. S3a and b. The best compound was discovered to be Rydapt 
based on the binding energy (− 9.9 kcal/mol). Trovan (− 8.9 kcal/ 
mol) was also the 9th drug on our list. The binding interactions of 
Rydapt are presented in Fig. 3a. The Hydroxyl group of Rydapt interacts 
by forming an H-bond with amino acid GLY143. Besides, it established 
14 vans der Waals interactions with different residues, including 
MET49, ASP187, CYS146, THR24,25,26,190, ARG188, ASN142, 
GLU166, PRO168, LEU141, SYS145, and HIS164. A Pi-Pi T-shaped 
interaction was also visible between amino acid HIS41 and phenyl ring. 
Besides, a Pi-alkyl was observed between MET165 and the phenyl ring. 
The 3D pictures indicating the docking interaction of Rydapt and 3CLpro 
are shown in Fig. 3b–d. 

The drug called Trovan formed four H-bonds with amino acids 
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Table 1 
Drugs identified significantly interact with RdRp.  

Drug 
category 

Drug 
Bank 
Drug ID 

Drug Bank Drug 
Name 

Drug mechanism Binding 
affinity 

Anti-inflammatory drug  
DB11611 Lifitegrast Lifitegrast inhibits an 

integrin 
-8.7  

DB08995 Diosmin A topical anesthetic 
and an anti- 
inflammatory agent 

-8.7  

DB04703 Hesperidin Tyrosin kinase activity -8.9 
Anti-allergy drug  

DB00549 Zafirlukast Leukotriene Receptor 
Antagonists 

-8.5  

DB01003 Cromoglicic acid Inhibiting the release 
of chemical mediators 
from sensitized mast 
cells 

-8.9 

Anti-bacterial drug  
DB12127 Sultamicillin Prevention and 

treatment of 
Ventilator-Associated 
Pneumonia and 
Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease 

-8.8  

DB00430 Cefpiramide Inhibiting bacterial 
cell wall biosynthesis 

-8.9  

DB04918 Zevtera; 
Ceftobiprole 

Inhibiting bacterial 
cell wall biosynthesis 
is active against 
methicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus 
aureus. 

-8.7  

DB01329 Ceftobiprole Inhibiting the 
bacterial cell wall 
synthesis 

-8.7  

DB01051 Novobiocin Novobiocin binds to 
DNA gyrase and 
blocks adenosine 
triphosphatase 
(ATPase) activity. 

-8.5  

DB09335 Alatrofloxacin Anti-bacterial effect 
by preventing 
bacterial DNA from 
unwinding and 
duplicating. 

-9.0  

DB09050 Ceftolozane Inhibiting bacterial 
cell wall biosynthesis 

-8.9  

DB01212 Ceftriaxone Inhibiting bacterial 
cell wall biosynthesis 

-9.0  

DB12434 Steviolbioside Inhibit 
mycobacterium 

-8.5 

Antidepressant drug  
DB13520 Metergoline Antipsychotics -8.6  
DB01267 Paliperidone Antipsychotics, 2nd 

Generation 
-8.6  

DB08815 Lurasidone Antipsychotics, 2nd 
Generation 

-8.5  

DB06684 Vilazodone Antidepressants, 
SSRI/5HT-1A Partial 
Agonist 

-8.5 

Antidiabetics drug  
DB08882 Linagliptin Dipeptyl Peptidase-IV 

Inhibitors 
-9.2  

DB00222 Glimepiride Sulfonylureas -8.6 
Antifungal drug  

DB01167 Itraconazole Inhibits cytochrome P- 
450-dependent 
enzymes resulting in 
impairment of 
ergosterol synthesis 

-8.5  

DB00826 Natamycin Inhibits fungal growth 
by binding to sterols 

-9.4 

Anti-migraine  
DB00696 Ergotamine Ergot Derivatives -9.5  
DB00320 Dihydroergotamine Ergot Derivatives -9.4  

Table 1 (continued ) 

Drug 
category 

Drug 
Bank 
Drug ID 

Drug Bank Drug 
Name 

Drug mechanism Binding 
affinity 

Antiviral drug  
DB06817 Raltegravir HIV, Integrase 

Inhibitors 
-9.5 

BPH& impotency drug  
DB00590 Doxazosin Alpha-Blockers -9.3  
DB01126 Dutasteride 5-Alpha-Reductase 

Inhibitors 
-8.8  

DB00820 Tadalafil PAH, PDE-5 
Inhibitors; 
Phosphodiesterase-5 
Enzyme Inhibitors 

-9.2  

DB06237 Avanafil Phosphodiesterase-5 
Enzyme Inhibitors 

-9.0 

Cardiovascular drug  
DB11577 Indigotindisulfonic 

acid 
Coloring Agents -8.6  

DB04861 Nebivolol Adrenergic beta-1 
Receptor Agonizts 

-8.7  

DB08822 Azilsartan 
medoxomil 

ARBs (Angiotensin II 
receptor blocker) 

-9.2  

DB11691 Naldemedine Peripherally-Acting 
Mu-Opioid Receptor 
Antagonists 
(PAMORA) 

-8.9  

DB11995 Avatrombopag Thrombopoietic 
Agents (BCRP/ABCG2 
Inhibitors) 

-8.9  

DB00872 Conivaptan Vasopressin-related -8.8  
DB06210 Eltrombopag Hematopoietic 

Growth Factors 
-9.0 

Anticoagulant  
DB09075 Edoxaban Factor Xa Inhibitors -8.7 

Anticancer drug  
DB11791 Capmatinib MET Tyrosine Kinase 

Inhibitors 
-8.5  

DB01259 Lapatinib HER2/ERBB2 and 
HER1/EGFR/ERBB1 
tyrosine kinases 
inhibitor. 

-9.4  

DB05812 Abiraterone Antiandrogen -8.7  
DB00563 Methotrexate DMARDs, 

Immunomodulators; 
Immunosuppressants 

-8.5  

DB12001 Abemaciclib CDK Inhibitors; 
Immunosuppressives, 

-8.5  

DB00444 Teniposide Podophyllotoxin 
Derivatives 

-8.8  

DB00773 Etoposide Podophyllotoxin 
Derivatives 

-8.6  

DB00762 Irinotecan Topoisomerase 
Inhibitors 

-9.4  

DB11986 Entrectinib Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor 

-9.4  

DB04868 Nilotinib Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor 

-9.2  

DB06595 Midostaurin Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor 

-9.1  

DB08901 Ponatinib Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor 

-8.6  

DB01254 Dasatinib Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor; 
Immunosuppressives 

-9.1  

DB00619 Imatinib Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor; PDGFR- 
alpha Inhibitors; 
CYP3A4 Inhibitor 

-8.9  

DB09280 Lumacaftor CFTR Correctors; 
CFTR Potentiators 

-9.1  

DB11942 Selinexor Selective Inhibitors of 
Nuclear Export 
(SINE); tumor 
suppressor proteins 
(TSPs) 

-9.2     

(continued on next page) 
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MET49, ASP187, CYS145, and TRY54. It made a Pi-sulfur binding with 
CYS145 and made two Pi-alkyl interactions with MET49 and HIS41. It 
also formed five halogens (fluorine) bindings with GLN166, GLN189, 
THR190, HIS41, and HIS 164 (available in Fig. 4a). Fig. 4b–d show the 
3D docking interactions between Trovan and the 3CLpro active site’ 
residues. Table 3 also represents the number of hydrogen bonding in the 
top seven drugs against RdRp and 3CLpro. The drugs are ranked based 
on their binding energy. Among them, Lapatinib is predicted to interact 
with RdRp forming six H bonds and Doxazosin-1, with seven H bonds. 
However, Indigo Carmine interacts with 3CLpro, forming possibly 12H 
bonds. 

One of the best parameters for molecular dynamics simulation sta-
bility is the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) factor. The root de-
viation of the mean RMSD squares between the structures created during 
the molecular dynamics simulation in the dimension of time is a com-
mon standard to confirm the protein structural stability alone and in the 
presence of the ligand. Therefore, the RMSD values for the alpha carbon 
atoms of the 3CLPRO and RdRp proteins complex with ligand during the 
simulation time (100 nm) relative to the primary structure were calcu-
lated and extracted. The results of this calculation for both simulations 
are shown in Fig. 5a,b. 

In Fig. 5a, the RMSD diagram of the nilotinib complex indicates that 
the slope increased slightly from the simulation beginning and after 
reaching 0.4 nm in 35 nm. The increasing process stopped and fluctu-
ated around 0.4 from this time until the end of the simulation. The 
RMSD diagrams of the imatinib and dihydroergotamine complexes 
showed that the RMSD changes were stable and fluctuated around 
0.3 nm from the simulation beginning to the end. 

Hydrogen bonds have a crucial role in protein structure’s overall 
stability and molecular recognition. In the 3clpro complex, the imatinib 
had two hydrogen bonds with HIS41 and ASN119, that HIS41 was one of 
the catalytic site residues in 3clpro. Moreover, dihydroergotamine had 
two hydrogen bonds with GLU166, but nilotinib did not have any 
hydrogen bond (Fig. 6a). 

Fig. 5b shows the RMSD diagram changes of the RdRp and ligand 
proteins during molecular dynamics simulations. The Doxazosin com-
plex RMSD diagram was stable from the beginning of the simulation to 
70 nm and reached about 0.4 nm. However, about 70 s to the end of the 
simulation, it had a slight increase to about 0.6 nm. The RMSD diagrams 
of the Relategravir complexes showed a slight increase to 0.4 after two 
ns and 60 ns; in sum, the RMSD changes were stable and fluctuated 
around 0.35. 

The graphs indicated that the ligand molecules in all complexes for 
3Clpro and RdRp, at the junction of the beginning of the simulation, had 
proper orientation, and after about 35 and 70 nanoseconds, respectively, 
they reached stability. The ligands orientation and interaction in all 
complexes are shown in Fig. 6b. Raltegravir could make strong 

Table 1 (continued ) 

Drug 
category 

Drug 
Bank 
Drug ID 

Drug Bank Drug 
Name 

Drug mechanism Binding 
affinity 

Other 
drugs  

DB01452 Diamorphine Analgesics -8.6  
DB00137 Lutein Lutein helps protect 

from oxidative stress 
and high-energy light 

-8.6  

DB08827 Lomitapide Lipid-Lowering 
Agents, MTP Inhibitor 

-8.7  

DB00157 NADH Metabolic & 
Endocrine, Herbals; 
Neurology & 
Psychiatry, Herbals 

-8.6  

DB11176 Zeaxanthin Prevention of age- 
related macular 
degeneration 

-8.5  

Table 2 
Drugs identified significantly interact with 3CLpro.  

Drug 
category 

Drug 
Bank 
Drug ID 

Drug Name Drug mechanism Binding 
affinity 

Anti-inflammatory drug  
DB11611 Lifitegrast Lifitegrast inhibits an 

integrin 
-8.6  

DB04703 Hesperidin Tyrosin kinase activity -8.4  
DB01419 Antrafenine An analgesic and anti- 

inflammatory drug 
-8.1  

DB00554 Piroxicam NSAIDs -8.2  
DB00471 Montelukast Leukotriene Receptor 

Antagonists 
-8.2  

DB14632 Prednisolone 
tebutate 

Lipocortin I, p11/ 
calpactin binding 
protein, secretory 
leukocyte protease 
inhibitor 1 (SLPI), and 
Mitogen-activated 
protein kinase 
phosphatase (MAPK 
phosphatase) 

-8.3 

Anti-allergic drug  
DB00637 Astemizole Second-generation 

H1-receptor 
antagonist. 

-8.4  

DB01003 Cromoglicic acid Inhibiting the release 
of chemical mediators 
from sensitized mast 
cells. 

-8.6  

DB00549 Zafirlukast Leukotriene Receptor 
Antagonists 

-8.2 

Anti-bacterial drug  
DB12329 Eravacycline Disrupts bacterial 

protein synthesis 
-8.5  

DB09335 Alatrofloxacin Anti-bacterial effect by 
preventing bacterial 
DNA from unwinding 
and duplicating. 

-8.5  

DB00845 Clofazimine Antitubercular Agents -8.3  
DB00685 Trovafloxacin Blocking the activity 

of DNA gyrase and 
topoisomerase IV. 

-8.9  

DB09050 Ceftolozane Inhibiting bacterial 
cell wall biosynthesis 

-8.3  

DB11943 Delafloxacin Inhibits the activity of 
bacterial DNA 
topoisomerase IV and 
DNA gyrase 
(topoisomerase II) 
Label. 

-8.4 

Anticonvulsants  
DB08883 Perampanel AMPA Glutamate 

Antagonists 
-8.6 

Antidepressant drug  
DB04842 Fluspirilene Antagonist for D(2) 

dopamine receptor 
Voltage-dependent 
calcium channel 
gamma-1 subunit 

-8.8  

DB01100 Pimozide Antipsychotics, 1st 
Generation 

-8.6  

DB08815 Lurasidone Antipsychotics, 2nd 
Generation 

-8.6 

Antidiabetics drug  
DB01251 Gliquidone ATP-dependent K+

(KATP) channel 
blocker 

-8.2 

Antifungal drug  
DB00826 Natamycin Inhibits fungal growth 

by binding to sterols 
-8.5 

Antihistamines  
DB11614 Rupatadine Dual histamine H1 

receptor and platelet- 
activating factor 
receptor antagonist 

-8.4 

(continued on next page) 
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interactions with ARG555, ASP623 and ARG624 residues. Raltegravir 
had hydrogen bonds with these residues. Besides, Doxazosin had three 
hydrogen bonds with TYR455, ARG553 and ARG624. Despite the 
change in the residue direction in the MD lapatinib-RDRP complex, the 
drug established tree hydrogen bonds with LYS621, ASP623 and 
THR680 (Fig. 6b). 

At the simulation beginning, the Lapatinib complex RMSD diagram 
(Fig. 5b) showed a sudden increase after 2000 ps to 0.2 nm. Then the 
trend increased so that at 25,000 ps, the RMSD value decreased abruptly 
and reached 0.18 nm at 60,000 ps, and then the RMSD value suddenly 
increased again and reached 0.4 nm and showed a slight fluctuation 
around this value until the end of the simulation. The ligand orientation 
in the complex showed a very significant change, which indicated that 
the ligand is unstable at the junction (Fig. 6b). 

Then, protein flexibility was evaluated to examine the protein 
complex behavior in all simulations in more detail. The dynamic 

Table 2 (continued ) 

Drug 
category 

Drug 
Bank 
Drug ID 

Drug Name Drug mechanism Binding 
affinity 

Antihypertensive drug  
DB08822 Azilsartan 

medoxomil 
ARBs (Angiotensin II 
receptor blocker) 

-8.2 

Anti-migraine  
DB00696 Ergotamine Ergot Derivatives; 

vasoconstrictor and 
alpha adrenoreceptor 
antagonist. 

-9.4  

DB00320 Dihydroergotamine Ergot Derivatives -9.6 
Antiparkinson drug  

DB01200 Bromocriptine Dopamine Agonizts; 
Hyperprolactinemia; 
Metabolic & 
Endocrine, Other 

-9.2 

Antiplatelet and anticoagulant drug  
DB12364 Betrixaban Anticoagulants, Factor 

Xa Inhibitors 
-8.8  

DB09075 Edoxaban Factor Xa Inhibitors -8.5  
DB09030 Vorapaxar Antiplatelet Agents, 

Cardiovascular; 
Thrombin Inhibitors; 
Protease Activated 
Receptor-1 (PAR-1) 
Inhibitors 

-8.6  

DB08816 Ticagrelor An antagonist of 
P2Y12. This prevents 
ADP binding to the 
P2Y12 receptor 

-8.2 

Antiviral drug  
DB00224 Indinavir HIV protease inhibitor -8.2  
DB11799 Bictegravir HIV, Integrase 

Inhibitors 
-8.6  

DB08930 Dolutegravir HIV, Integrase 
Inhibitors 

-8.3  

DB06817 Raltegravir HIV, Integrase 
Inhibitors 

-8.3 

BPH& impotency drug  
DB01126 Dutasteride 5-Alpha-Reductase 

Inhibitors 
-8.6  

DB00820 Tadalafil PAH, PDE-5 Inhibitors; 
Phosphodiesterase-5 
Enzyme Inhibitors 

-9.3 

Cardiovascular drug  
DB11577 Indigotindisulfonic 

acid 
Coloring Agents -9.1  

DB11691 Naldemedine Peripherally-Acting 
Mu-Opioid Receptor 
Antagonists 
(PAMORA) 

-8.6  

DB04861 Nebivolol Adrenergic beta-1 
Receptor Agonizts 

-8.1  

DB01698 Rutin Capillary Stabilizing 
Agents 

-8.6  

DB06210 Eltrombopag Hematopoietic Growth 
Factors 

-8.9  

DB00872 Conivaptan Vasopressin-Related -8.5  
DB00966 Telmisartan Angiotensin II receptor 

blocker (ARBs) 
-8.2 

Anticancer drug  
DB01259 Lapatinib HER2/ERBB2 and 

HER1/EGFR/ERBB1 
tyrosine kinases 
inhibitor. 

-8.6  

DB00762 Irinotecan Topoisomerase 
Inhibitors 

-8.7  

DB11986 Entrectinib Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor 

-8.8  

DB09280 Lumacaftor CFTR Correctors; 
CFTR Potentiators 

-8.9  

DB00444 Teniposide Podophyllotoxin 
Derivatives 

-8.7  

DB00773 Etoposide Podophyllotoxin 
Derivatives 

-8.3  

DB11942 Selinexor -8.8  

Table 2 (continued ) 

Drug 
category 

Drug 
Bank 
Drug ID 

Drug Name Drug mechanism Binding 
affinity 

Selective Inhibitors of 
Nuclear Export (SINE); 
tumor suppressor 
proteins (TSPs)  

DB13874 Enasidenib IDH2 Inhibitors -8.4  
DB11791 Capmatinib MET Tyrosine Kinase 

Inhibitors 
-8.9  

DB09079 Nintedanib Pulmonary, Tyrosine 
Kinase Inhibitors 

-8.5  

DB00619 Imatinib Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor; PDGFR- 
alpha Inhibitors; 
CYP3A4 Inhibitor 

-8.9  

DB06595 Midostaurin Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor 

-9.9  

DB09063 Ceritinib Anaplastic Lymphoma 
Kinase Inhibitor; 
CYP3A4 Inhibitor 

-8.4  

DB11718 Encorafenib BRAF Kinase Inhibitor; 
CYP3A4 Inhibitor, 
Moderate; CYP3A4 
Inducers 

-8.2  

DB08911 Trametinib MEK Inhibitors -8.6  
DB11760 Talazoparib PARP Inhibitors -8.2  
DB09053 Ibrutinib Tyrosine Kinase 

Inhibitor 
-8.4  

DB12141 Gilteritinib Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor 

-8.3  

DB08875 Cabozantinib Tyrosine Kinase 
Inhibitor 

-8.3  

DB04868 Nilotinib tyrosine kinase 
inhibitor 

-9.4  

DB09078 Lenvatinib VEGF Inhibitor -8.1 
Other drugs  

DB01395 Drospirenone Contraceptives, 
antimineralocorticoid 
and antiandrogenic 
activity; binding to the 
progesterone receptor 

-8.5  

DB00973 Ezetimibe Antilipemic agent; 
Inhibits sterol 
transporter at the 
brush border 

-8.3  

DB08827 Lomitapide Lipid-Lowering 
Agents, MTP Inhibitor 

-8.1  

DB00693 Fluorescein Diagnostics, 
Ophthalmics 

-8.3  

DB01138 Sulfinpyrazone Inhibition of the urate 
anion transporter 
(hURAT1) as well as 
the human organic 
anion transporter 4 
(hOAT4) 

-8.4  
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behavior of alpha carbon atoms in the structure contains sufficient in-
formation to investigate important motions in proteins and reflects the 
proteins structures general motions. Therefore, the root means square 
fluctuations (RMSF) of alpha carbon atoms were considered to investi-
gate motion and structural flexibility. The last 20 nanoseconds of the 
simulation were used to prepare the RMSF diagram. The structural 
flexibility of each amino acid in two proteins is shown in Fig. 7. As 
shown in Fig. 7, in the 3Clpro protein, amino acids 15–25, 35–60 and 
135–140 show more flexibility than other protein amino acids. In RdRp 
protein, amino acids 360–390 indicate more flexibility. 

The high number of receptor interactions with the ligand indicates 
the ligand stability at its position on the protein complex. Therefore, one 
of the crucial factors in the ligand stability at the protein binding site is 
the number of hydrogen interactions. A hydrogen interaction occurs 
between a hydrogen donor functional group and a hydrogen receptor 
group. At the beginning of a molecular dynamics simulation, the ligand 
changes position until it can interact with the protein the most. These 
interactions include van der Waals, electrostatic, and hydrogen in-
teractions. Fig. 6a shows the changes in the number of hydrogen in-
teractions between the protein and the ligand in all complexes. As shown 
in Fig. 6a, in the 3CLPRO complex, the number of hydrogen interactions 
was usually one and sometimes reached two interactions at the begin-
ning of the simulation. The number of hydrogen interactions increased 
from about 40,000 picoseconds and reached four interactions between 
45,000 and 50,000. Besides, four hydrogen interactions were formed 
between the protein molecule and the ligand at 51,000–52,000 pico-
seconds. Then, the number of hydrogen interactions decreased signifi-
cantly, reaching one at the end of the simulation, and in some amounts, 
there was no hydrogen interaction between the protein and the ligand. 

As shown in Fig. 6b, in the RdRp complex, at the beginning of the 
simulation, four hydrogen interactions between protein and ligand were 
formed, and with the continuation of simulation, the number of in-
teractions reduced to 1 in 25,000 picoseconds. The number of hydrogen 
interactions fluctuateی between 1 and 2 from 30,000 to 80,000 ps. Also, 
in this process, in some cases, the number of interactions reached 3. 
Most of the two hydrogen interactions were established after 80,000 ps 
(to the end of simulation), in some cases, 1 and 3 interactions. 

4. Discussion 

Several laboratories worldwide are looking to develop drugs to 
decrease fever, cough, sore throat, difficulty breathing, or other 

manifestations of COVID-19. Almost every week, new research is pub-
lished on COVID-19 and proposes a new drug among previously FDA- 
approved medicines for the possible Treatment of COVID-19. Herein, 
we targeted two essential viral enzymes (RdRp and 3CLpro) for candi-
dating FDA-approved drugs, using in-silico analysis. The three- 
dimensional models of RdRp and 3CLpro proteins were constructed, 
based on their sequences in the NCBI protein databank, using the Swiss 
model, and then validated. Among drugs identified in this study as 
possible candidates, 32 medicines were shared between the two enzyme- 
related lists and are categorized in several drug classes introduced in 
Tables 1 and 2. Here we discuss some of our candidate drugs previously 
introduced or validated by other types of studies, including in-silico, 
preclinical, and clinical trials. 

According to our results, some antiviral drugs were detected against 
3CLpro including, Bictegravir, Dolutegravir, Raltegravir, and Indinavir; 
among them, Raltegravir was identified to have interaction with RdRp 
too. Indinavir was previously suggested as a repurposing candidate 
against nCoV-2019 [9,10]. Dolutegravir is an Anti-HIV drug that has 
already been registered in clinical trials for COVID-19 treatment [39, 
40]. Raltegravir was also reported as a possible drug against 
multi-targets, including 3CLpro targets in in-silico studies [41,42]. 
However, Bictegravir, an anti-HIV drug, has not been studied in-silico or 
registered as any clinical trial. 

We identified several antibacterials as potential candidates against 
RdRp and 3CLpro. These antibacterials included Eravacycline, Sulta-
micillin, Cefpiramide, Ceftobiprole, Cefoperazone, Novobiocin, Alatro-
floxacin, Ceftolozane, and Ceftriaxone. Besides, Eravacycline is an 
antibiotic previously proposed by a virtual docking screening study 
[43]. The use of antibiotics is beneficial for patients with COVID-19 in 
two ways. Since bacterial diseases are the main challenges for patients 
admitted to the intensive care units (ICU), they can probably play dual 
roles as antiviral and antibacterial [44]. Due to the adverse side effects 
of both types of drugs on the immune system and the body, only one 
drug with two functions is likely to lead to fewer side effects. 

New evidence suggests that Cytokine storm Syndrome (CSS), a sys-
temic inflammatory response, threatens a subset of patients with COVID- 
19 [45]. Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) is also rooted in 
the pathogenesis of inflammatory mediators. It appears to be necessary 
to prevent increased inflammation for limiting the possible progression 
of ARDS [46]. Some of the drugs that have gained acceptable affinity 
scores in docking are classified as anti-inflammatory drugs in the 
DrugBank database [47]. Among these in-silico detected drugs, 

Table 3 
Number of H bonds of top 10 drugs against RdRp and 3CLpro.  

Rank complex Drugbank ID Binding affinity Number of H bonds Enzyme residue Ligand atom Distance 

RdRp 
1 Raltegravir (Dutrebis) DB06817 -9.5  3 Arg624: NH2 N5  2.9 
2 Ergotamine DB00696 -9.5  2 Glue811: O N5  3.14      

2 Arg553: NH1 O2  3.14 
3 Lapatinib DB01259 -9.4  6 Arg624: NH1 O4  2.95 
4 Irinotecan DB00762 -9.4  3 Trp617: O O4  2.89 
5 Entrectinib DB11986 -9.4  1 Tyr456: OH N5  2.67 
6 Dihydroergotamine DB00320 -9.4  1 Arg618: ODN3 O5  2.7 
7 Natamycin DB00826 -9.4  3 Arg624: NH2 O12  2.8 
8 Doxazosin DB00590 -9.3  7 Arg624: NH2 O5  2.93 
9 Linagliptin DB08882 -9.2  3 Thr556: OG1 N7  2.92 
10 Tadalafil DB00820 -9.2  3 Ser682: OG O4  3.1 
3CLpro 
1 Midostaurin (Rydapt) DB06595 -9.9  1 Gly143: N O3  2.78 
3 Dihydroergotamine DB00320 -9.6  2 Gly143: N O4  3.01 
2 Nilotinib DB04868 -9.4  1 His163: NE2 N4  2.98 
4 Ergotamine DB00696 -9.4  1 Gly143: N O3  3.01 
5 Tadalafil DB00820 -9.3  2 Gly143: N O3  3.14 
6 Bromocriptine DB01200 -9.2  3 Gly143: N O1  2.8 
7 Indigotindisulfonic acid (Indigo Carmine) DB11577 -9.1  12 Ser46: OG O6  2.65 
8 Eltrombopag DB06210 -8.9  1 Thr24: O O4  3.02 
9 Trovafloxacin (Trovan) DB00685 -8.9  2 Tyr54: OH N4  2.88 
10 Capmatinib DB11791 -8.9  3 Thr26:N O  3.14  
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Table 4 
Some of the candidate drugs have already been introduced or validated by various other studies, including in-silico, preclinical, and clinical trials.  

No Drug category Drug name/ID Active against The possible mechanism 
in COVID-19 treatment 

Type of validation by other studies against 
SARS-CoV-2 

Reference 

Another in- 
silico 

Preclinical 
studies (in 
vitro, in 
vivo) 

Clinical trials, 
Case reports, 
Retrospectives  

1 Antiviral Raltegravir 
(DB06817)  

• Inhibits the activity of HIV 
integrase  

• In-silico against multi- 
target viral proteins, 
including 3CL- 
protease 

Yes   Kumar [41] 
Mohamed  
[42]  

2 Antiviral Indinavir 
(DB00224)  

• HIV protease inhibitor  • In-silico against vial 
3CL-protease  

• Limited toxicity 

Yes   Dong [10] 
Chang [9]  

3 Antiviral Dolutegravir 
(DB08930)  

• HIV-1 integrase inhibitor  
• Blocks strand transfer step of 

INSTI.  

• Against 2’-O-ribose 
methyltransferase  

• Predicted by MT-DTI 
deep learning  

• Against 3CL-protease. 

Yes   Beck [39] 
Khan [40]  

4 Anti bacterial Eravacycline 
(DB12329)  

• Gram-negative, gram-positive 
aerobic, and facultative 
bacteria  

• Binds to the bacterial 30S 
ribosomal subunit.  

• Potential inhibitor of 
SARS-CoV-2 main 
protease 

Yes   Wang [43]  

5 Anti- 
inflammatory 

Hesperidin 
(DB04703)  

• Treatment of influenza A virus 
(in vitro), upregulate P38, 
JNK, autonomous immunity  

• In-silico affinity 
against ACE2  

• In-silico affinity 
against SARS-CoV-2 
3CLpro  

• In-silico affinity 
against SARS-CoV-2 
papain-like protease 

Yes   [51] 
[54] 
[19] 
[53] 
[48] 
[49] 
[50] 
[52]  

6 Anti- 
inflammatory 

Diosmin 
(DB08995)  

• Treats venous disease  
• Hyperglycemia  
• Nutrition supplement  
• Anti-neurodegenerative. (in 

rats)  

• In-silico affinity 
against SARS-CoV-2 
Mpro 

Yes   Adem [48]   

7 Anti- 
inflammatory 

Rutin 
(DB01698)  

• Capillary fragility.  
• In-silico affinity against SARS- 

CoV-2 Helicase (Nsp13)  
• In-silico affinity against SARS- 

CoV-2 Mpro  

• In-silico affinity 
against SARS-CoV-2 
Helicase (Nsp13)  

• In-silico affinity 
against SARS-CoV-2 
Mpro 

Yes   Adem [48] 
Shanno [103] 
Wu [52] 
Das [50]  

8 Anti-allergic/ 
asthmatic 

Cromoglicic 
acid (DB01003)  

• Inhibits release from sensitized 
mast cells.  

• Prophylactic in asthma  
• Therapeutic role in influenza A 

(H5N1) infection in Balb/c  
• In-silico affinity against SARS- 

CoV-2 Nsp16  

• Reduce the release of 
cytokines  

• Alleviate 
inflammatory cells 
infiltration in the 
lungs.  

• In-silico affinity 
against SARS-CoV-2 
Nsp16 

Yes   Han [60] 
Shankar [61]  

9 Anti-allergic/ 
asthmatic 

Montelukast 
(DB00471)  

• Cysteinyl leukotriene (cysLT) 
receptor antagonist (LTRA)  

• Suppress oxidative stress  

• Anti-inflammatory  
• Reduce cytokine 

production   

NCT Fidan and 
Aydoğdu [57] 04389411 

Phase III  
10 Cardio 

vascular 
Telmisartan 
(DB00966)  

• Angiotensin II receptor 
antagonist (ARB)  

• Decrease angiotensin 1–7  
• Lower angiotensin II on lung 

interstitium  

• Inhibiting of 
endocytosis of virus  

• Decrease apoptosis   

NCT Rothlin [104] 
Gurwitz [105] 04360551 

Phase II 
NCT 04355936 
Phase II  

11 Cardio 
vascular 

Avatrombopag 
(DB11995)  

• Thrombopoietin receptor 
agonist  

• Increases platelet number, but 
not platelet activation  

• Predicted to bind to 
ACE and ACE2 PD 
regions in-silico  

• More stable binding 
than angiotensin II 
(energy > 6.0 kcal/ 
mol). 

Yes   Sajib [64]  

12 Cardio 
vascular 
Cardio 
vascular 

Azilsartan 
medoxomil 
(DB08822)  

• Angiotensin II receptor 
antagonist  

• There are no data on the 
effects of ARBs and ACEIs on 
lung ACE2 expression either in 
animal models or humans  

• Angiotensin II 
receptor blocker, so 
attenuate the virus 
entry  

• An ARB prevented 
aggravation of acute 
lung injury in mice 
infected with SARS 

Yes   Sato et al.  
[106] Review 
Kai and Kai  
[65] 

Hypothesis 

[107] 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 4 (continued ) 

No Drug category Drug name/ID Active against The possible mechanism 
in COVID-19 treatment 

Type of validation by other studies against 
SARS-CoV-2 

Reference 

Another in- 
silico 

Preclinical 
studies (in 
vitro, in 
vivo) 

Clinical trials, 
Case reports, 
Retrospectives  

• Binds in-silico to 
SARS-CoV-2 spike  

13 Cardio 
vascular 

Conivaptan 
(DB00872)  

• Inhibits vasopressin receptor  
• Treatment of hyponatremia  

• Binding affinity to 
both 3-CLprotease 
(Nsp5) and nsp8 site of 
RdRp 

Yes   [52] 
[108] 
[109]  

14 Cardio 
vascular 

Eltrombopag 
(DB06210)  

• Treat low blood platelet counts 
(e.g. in ITP)  

• Thrombopoietin Receptor 
Agonist  

• Treat Thrombocytopenia  
• Inhibits HCMV Replication  
• Used in the treatment of HCV, 

HIV-1  

• Affects SARS-CoV-2 in 
vitro in Vero cells  

• Platelets play a role in 
defense against 
respiratory viruses  

• Platelets engulf HIN1 
virions and secrete 
antiviral molecules to 
destroy virions. (H1N1 
is close to SARS-CoV- 
2)  

Vero cells  Jeon et al.  
[68] 
Arshad et al.  
[69] 
[67] 
[110]  

15 Cardio 
vascular 

Nebivolol 
(DB04861)  

• Beta-adrenergic antagonist, 
cardiac stimulant, evoking NO  

• Binding affinity to 
viral RdRp 

Yes   [111] 
[87]  

16 Anti- 
coagulant 

Ticagrelor 
(DB08816) 

P2Y12 receptor antagonism 
Reduces levels of pro- 
inflammatory factors inhibits 
reactivation of platelets, decrease 
lung injury (by reducing 
thrombo-inflammatory)  

• Reduce DIC 
development  

• Anti-bacterial 
properties are useful in 
pneumonia, less 
common sepsis& 
pulmonary infections 

Letter   [72] 
[73] Hypothesis 
[74] 
[75]  

17 Anti coagulant Edoxaban 
(DB09075)  

• Selective factor Xa inhibitor  
• Reduces Coagulation Activity 

but Not Inflammation Among 
People With HIV  

• A direct oral anticoagulant 
(DOAC)  

• High D-dimer levels in 
novel coronavirus 
infection (COVID-19); 
thus, Edoxaban can be 
useful.  

• Affects thrombolytic 
agents.   

Yes Testa et al.  
[112] 
Baker et al.  
[113]  

18 BPH Dutasteride 
(DB01126)  

• 5-Alpha-Reductase Inhibitor  
• Off-target effects on androgen 

receptor due to their similarity 
to DHT  

• Treats symptomatic benign 
prostatic hyperplasia.  

• Block 5-AR isoform 3, which is 
expressed in the respiratory 
epithelium and fibroblasts  

• Potential blockers of E 
channel  

• Potential SARS-CoV-2 
Mpro inhibitor  

• Androgen decrease is 
associated with 
reduced ACE2  

• In pneumocytes, 
TMPRSS2 priming 
enables viral entry and 
is associated with AR 
increase. 

Yes   Kroumpouzos  
[84] 
Chernyshev  
[79] 
Hosseini et al.  
[78]  

19 BPH Doxazosin 
(DB00590)  

• Alpha-1 antagonist  
• Treat benign prostatic 

hypertrophy  

• Potential SARS-CoV-2 
Mpro inhibitor (vali-
dated by MD trajec-
tory clustering) 

Yes   Gupta [80]  

20 Impotency Tadalafil 
(DB00820)  

• PDE5 inhibitor  
• Treat erectile dysfunction  

• Potential against nsp1 
(DeepDTA method)  

• 2’-O- 
methyltransferase 
potential inhibitor 

Yes   Anwar [114] 
Sharma [81]  

21 Anti psychotic Fluspirilene 
(DB04842)  

• Neurotransmitter inhibitor  
• Used for chronic schizophrenia  
• An antagonist for Dopamine 

D2 receptor and 5-HT receptor 
2A  

• Inhibits Voltage-dependent 
calcium channel gamma-1  

• Active against SARS- 
CoV-2 in-vitro in Vero 
E6 cell line  

• Activity against SARS- 
CoV and MERS-CoV 
in-vitro  

Vero E6 cell 
line  

Weston et al.  
[115] 
Dyall et al.  
[116]  

22 Anti psychotic Pimozide 
(DB01100)  

• Diphenylbutylpiperidine  
• Suppress vocal and motor tics 

in Tourette syndrome  
• An antagonist of Dopamine 

D2, D3 receptor  
• Inhibits Potassium voltage- 

gated channel subfamily H 
member two and Calmodulin  

• Binding affinity 
against 3C-like 
protease  

• Is expected to raise 
endosomal pH. 
probably lowers the 
viral entry  

• An IC50 in inhibiting 
MPro below 100 μM 

Yes Yes  Vatansever 
et al. [117] 
Gul et al. [87] 

(continued on next page) 
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Hesperidin has been previously introduced in other in-silico studies to 
have antiviral potency by inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 main protease, PLpro 
(papain-like protease), and helicase (Nsp13) [19,48–52]. It has also 
been previously computationally predicted to have a binding affinity to 
the ACE II receptor, so it might probably help treat COVID-19 in this way 
[53]. It has already treated cells against the influenza type-A virus in 
vitro by upregulating P38, JNK, and enhancing cell-autonomous im-
munity [54]. The two other inflammatory drugs, available on our result 
list, have also been suggested by other in-silico docking studies, 
including Diosmin [48] and Rutin [48,50]. Rutin is predicted to inhibit 
the viral helicase (Nsp13) [52]. 

Asthma and airway allergies have similar pathogenetic mechanisms 
to some respiratory tract infections [55], and the main manifestations 
are related to respiration in both COVID-19 and allergy/asthma. Mon-
telukast, an antiasthmatic drug identified in our result list, is registered 
for clinical trial against COVID-19 (NCT04389411). Antiasthmatic drugs 
stabilize mast cells to reduce the release of cytokines. They alleviate the 
inflammatory cell infiltration into the lungs [56]. Montelukast, a 

cysteinyl leukotriene receptor antagonist (cysLT), has anti-inflammatory 
effects. It reduces cytokine production. Montelukast may reduce the 
inflammatory response in severe cases of COVID-19. It might limit the 
progression of the disease [57]. 

A previous study has shown that an anti-allergy drug interfered with 
SARS-CoV replication. The SARS-CoV is a positive-strand RNA virus. The 
drug was called cyclosporin and was inhaled orally [58]. Some 
anti-allergy drugs have also appeared in our results table with appro-
priate docking scores (binding energies), such as Chromoglycic acid and 
Zafirlukast. They inhibit the release of chemical mediators from our 
sensitized mast cells and are used to prevent asthma [59]. Chromoglycic 
acid played a therapeutic role in Balb/c mice infected with influenza A 
(H5N1) compared to the PBS treated group. However, it did not affect 
the viral load [60]. It also has been predicted to have a binding affinity 
against the SARS-CoV-2 Nsp16 by another in-silico Study [61]. We 
recommend them to be further examined for their possible antiviral 
effect on the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Since the most severe symptoms of 
COVID-19 are respiratory distress, the use of certain anti-allergy 

Table 4 (continued ) 

No Drug category Drug name/ID Active against The possible mechanism 
in COVID-19 treatment 

Type of validation by other studies against 
SARS-CoV-2 

Reference 

Another in- 
silico 

Preclinical 
studies (in 
vitro, in 
vivo) 

Clinical trials, 
Case reports, 
Retrospectives  

23 Anti psychotic Lurasidone 
(DB08815)  

• Treats bipolar disorder  
• An antagonist for Dopamine 

D2 R, 5-HT receptors 1A, 2A, 7  
• An antagonist for Alpha-2C 

adrenergic receptor  

• Binding affinity 
against NSP8 binding 
site of SARS-CoV-2 
RdRp. 

Yes   Gul et al. [87]  

24 Antimigraine Ergotamine 
(DB00696)  

• Alpha-1 selective adrenergic 
agonist 

• A calcitonin gene-related pep-
tide antagonist  

• Affinity for 5-HT, dopamine 
and noradrenaline receptors  

• In-silico affinity for 
three SARS-CoV-2 
proteins  

• Excess release CGRP 
leads to an abnormal 
response of vessels in 
acute lung injury;  

• Therefore, CGRP 
blockade may be 
helpful in acute lung 
injuries 

Yes   [91] 
[118] 
[90]  

25 Anti-diabetic Linagliptin 
(DB08882)  

• DPP-4 inhibitor  
• Treats type II diabetes  
• Chronic hyperglycemia and 

inflammation lead to 
abnormalities in the immune 
system.  

• Concomitant use of Metformin 
and Chloroquine has fatal 
toxicity in mice  

• DPP4 (CD26) is a serine 
exopeptidase expressed in 
many tissues  

• Alert: it may suppress the 
immune system too.  

• DPP4 probably 
contributes to SARS- 
CoV-2 entry  

• Linagliptin modulates 
inflammation and is 
anti-fibrotic.  

• It probably prevents 
the sustained cytokine 
storm indirectly.  

• Attenuating effects on 
inflammation during 
wound healing in 
mice.   

NCT 04341935 [93] 
[96] 

Phase IV [97] 
NCT 04371978 [98] 

[99] Phase III 
[94] 
[95]  

26 Analgesic Diamorphine 
(DB01452)  

• Acetylated morphine 
derivative that may be habit- 
forming  

• Morphine is agonizts to beta- 
endorphin, dynorphin, leu- 
enkephalin, and met- 
enkephalin consuming high 
doses affect the brain stem 
negatively  

• Reduce respiratory 
rate  

• A complication to the 
lung.  

• Therapeutically used 
in terminal illnesses  

• Recommended for 
concomitant painful 
cancers with moderate 
COVID-19 

Hypothesis   Sawynok  
[102] 
Marinelli  
[100] 
Hulin et al.  
[119]  

27 Contraceptive Drospirenone 
(DB01395)  

• A synthetic progestin  
• Containing estrogen and 

progesterone  
• Control acne, PMDD  
• Its safety is not apparent, it 

may increase venous 
thromboembolism  

• Binding affinity for 
Mpro, PLpro, and 
RdRp 

Yes   Hosseini [78]  
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medications may reduce the severity of respiratory manifestations of 
COVID-19 infection and may help breathe in patients with COVID-19. 

Acute myocardial injury has been reported in some severe cases of 
COVID-19 [62]. Patients with chronic cardiovascular disease are among 
the most susceptible groups in severe COVID-19 and have the highest 
morbidity rate among COVID-19 severe cases [63]. Interestingly, ten 
cardiovascular drugs have appeared with proper docking scores (bind-
ing energies) in our results (Tables 1 and 2). Some previous studies have 
reported the effect of some of these cardiovascular drugs on various viral 
infections, including SARS-CoV, HCMV, and SARS-CoV-2. For example, 
Avatrombopag is predicted to bind to ACEII and ACEI (in-silico). Ava-
trombopag likely blocks SARS-CoV-2 interaction with host receptors 
[64]. Conivaptan, known as hyponatremia treatment, is also previously 

predicted to bind to 3CLpro in-silico, and it has also scored adequately 
on our result list [52]. 

An ARB is reported to prevent the aggravation of acute lung injury in 
mice infected with SARS-CoV, which is closely related to SARS-CoV-2 
[65]. Eltrombopag is a Thrombopoietin Receptor Agonist and im-
proves the low number of platelet counts in ITP and treats Thrombo-
cytopenia. Interestingly, platelets have been shown to play a role in 
defense against respiratory viruses. Activated platelets engulf HIN1 vi-
rions and secrete antiviral molecules to destroy virions. The H1N1 virus 
is close to SARS-CoV-2. We can probably assume that it may show 
beneficial effects in SARS-CoV-2 Treatment. The Eltrombopag is also 
used in the Treatment of HCV and HIV-1. It is also an iron chelator and 
can prevent virus replication in human cytomegalovirus (HCMV). 

Fig. 1. The docking analysis of Raltegravir and RdRp enzyme interactions. Raltegravir, an anti-HIV drug, was discovered to be the best drug against RdRp, based on 
binding energy (− 9.5 kcal/mol). The Interactions between Raltegravir and RdRp were visualized using Discovery Studio software. a- The picture represents the 
results for the analysis of interactions between RdRp and Raltegravir. The colored circles are related to the RdRp residues interacting with Raltegravir. H bonds are 
represented in green color dashed lines. Conventional and Pi-donor H-bonds and hydrophobic interactions are depicted with various colors described in the picture 
guide of interaction colors below the shape. b- H bond interactions between Raltegravir and RdRp residues. c-Position of Raltegravir in the RdRp active site pocket; 
Electron donors and acceptors in the h-bonds. d- The picture indicates the3D interactions between Raltegravir and the RdRp essential amino acids. (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Interestingly an in-vitro study has confirmed its effect against 
SARS-CoV-2 in Vero cells [66–69]. 

It has been reported that SARS-CoV-2 can also induce infection- 
associated Coagulopathies. Several recent studies have reported that 
patients infected by COVID-19 are at risk of disseminated intravascular 
coagulation (DIC) [70,71]. Some anticoagulant drugs also have been 
theoretically shown in our in-silico analysis for their possible antiviral 
role against SARS-CoV-2, namely Ticagrelor, Edoxaban, Bevyxxa, and 
Zontivity. Ticagrelor (an antagonist of the P2Y12 receptor) is an anti-
coagulant drug. The usage of these drugs is recommended in one letter 
for COVID-19 [72]. Since COVID-19 pneumonia and myocardial 
infarction (MI) are concomitant, Ticagrelor seems to contribute to pa-
tient survival for various reasons. One reason is that the PLATO study 
has shown that sepsis and pulmonary infections were less common in 
individuals using Ticagrelor. It prevents DIC development by reducing 
pro-inflammatory factors and platelet reactivation [73]; besides, it re-
duces lung injury in pneumonia by reducing thromboinflammatory 
factors [74]. Surprisingly, recently it has also been reported as an anti-
bacterial that acts against some antibiotic-resistant gram-positive 

bacteria [75]. 
Edoxaban, a direct oral anticoagulant (DOAC), has also appeared on 

our results. OACs are indicated for preventing thrombosis in susceptible 
patients and treating venous thromboembolism (VTE) [76]. The use of 
some antiviral drugs potentially enhances the OACs level in plasma. In 
one study, patients on OAC with COVID-19 started antiviral drugs, and 
their OAC plasma levels were measured and compared with those 
documented before treatment. Patients treated with both antiviral and 
OAC drugs showed an alarming increase in OAC plasma Levels. Physi-
cians probably had better replace OACs with other anticoagulant med-
icines to prevent bleeding complications while using them concomitant 
with antivirals in COVID-19 [76]. It is crucial to adjust the serum levels 
of some anticoagulant drugs in the proper range, as both high and low 
levels might cause coagulation problems. The fact that taking some 
antiviral drugs can alter the serum stability of them makes it even more 
challenging to monitor the amount of them in patients’ blood. As a 
result, if we can propose a drug with both antiviral and anticoagulant 
effects for coagulation problems, it will probably be more comfortable to 
monitor the treatment [76,77]. If Edoxaban shows sufficient antiviral 

Fig. 2. The shape shows the interactions between Doxazosin and the viral RdRp enzyme established after docking analysis. Doxazosin (− 9.3 kcal/mol) is a BPH 
drug with the 9th rank in our drug list. a. The analysis of Binding interactions between Doxazosin and RdRp. The H bonds, conventional and Pi-donor H-bonds, and 
hydrophobic interactions are depicted with various colors described in the picture guide of interaction colors below the shape. b. 3D picture of H bond interactions 
between Doxazosin and RdRp residues; The H bonds are represented with green dashed lines. c. Position of Doxazosin in the pocket of the RdRp active site. d. A three- 
dimensional indication of interactions between Doxazosin and RdRp essential residues. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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effect in further in-vitro and in-vivo studies, it will likely be a suitable 
resort to overcome the dilemma. 

Some drugs related to benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) or male 
erectile dysfunctional impotence have been identified to inhibit SARS- 
CoV-2 in our analysis, such as Dutasteride, Doxazosin, and Tadalafil. 
Dutasteride has been previously predicted to inhibit the main viral 
protease and E channel in-silico [78,79]. Doxazosin is also predicted to 
inhibit the viral Mpro. The inhibiting effect of Doxazosin was validated 
by the MD trajectory clustering approach in-silico [80]. Tadalafil is 
predicted to have potential against nsp1 by the DeepDTA method and 
has also shown affinity as a 2’-O-methyltransferase inhibitor [81]. Be-
sides, this category of drugs can be suitable choices against COVID-19 
since they are androgen related. Androgen decrease has been associ-
ated with reduced ACE2 activity [82]. Besides, in type II pneumocytes, 
TMPRSS2 prims the viral spike surface, enabling the cell viral entry. 
Androgen receptor regulates the TMPRSS2 gene. The TMPRSS2 
expression is also associated with an increase in androgen receptor (AR) 
[83]. It also blocks 5-AR isoform 3, which is expressed in the respiratory 
epithelium and fibroblasts. Based on these reasons, an androgen 
antagonist like Dutasteride could be a therapeutically beneficial drug for 
COVID-19. However, some cautions should be considered, and more 

preclinical studies seem to be required since inhibition of 5-AR impair 
the regeneration capacity of the respiratory epithelium [84]. 

Some antipsychotic drugs have also obtained suitable scores in our 
docking screening analysis, such as Fluspirilene, Lurasidone, and 
Pimozide. Fluspirilene, a neurotransmitter inhibitor, previously has 
shown activity against SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV in-vitro. In a recent 
study, it displayed activity against SARS-CoV-2 in-vitro in the Vero E6 
cell line, too [85,86]. 

Gul S et al. performed an in-silico screening against viral 3CLpro and 
RdRp. Lurasidone displayed binding affinity to RdRp, and Pimozide 
showed binding affinity to 3CLPro in their study [87]. Vatansever EC 
et al. examined Pimozide in-vitro. Interestingly Pimozide showed an 
IC50 value in inhibiting the viral MPro below 100 μM. Besides, Pimozide 
is likely to have a similar effect on hydroxychloroquine in increasing the 
endosome pH. Therefore, Pimozide probably slows the SARS-CoV-2 
entry [88]. 

We observed drugs previously prescribed for migraine pains among 
the shared drugs, such as Ergotamine (a calcitonin gene-related peptide 
antagonist). Ergotamine was detected as a possible inhibitor for SARS- 
CoV-2 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase in our analysis. It has also 
been reported to have affinity binding for three viral proteins in COVID- 

Fig. 3. The best compound identified against 3CLpro was Rydapt (− 9.9 kcal/mol) based on binding affinity. a. The picture represents the results for the analysis of 
interactions between Rydapt and the viral 3CLpro. The H bonds, conventional and Pi-donor H-bonds, and hydrophobic interactions are depicted using various colors 
described in the picture guide of interaction colors below the shape. b. The 3D picture shows the docking interactions between Rydapt and 3CLpro residues. c. 
Position of Rydapt in the pocket of 3CLpro active site. d. A three-dimensional indication of interactions between Rydapt and the 3CLpro active site amino acids. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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19 by other in-silico studies [89]. It has been the drug of choice in some 
migraine sufferers who have long duration or infrequent headaches over 
50 years. One study found that the over-release of neuropeptides, such 
as the calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), may lead to an abnormal 
vascular response seen in acute lung injury. Therefore, the CGRP 
blockade may be helpful in some lung injuries [90,91]. Headaches are 
also symptoms that emerge in a subset of patients with COVID-19, 
although they do not occur isolated [92]. 

In addition to previous drug categories, some drugs related to other 

drug categories appeared on our result list. One of these categories was 
anti-diabetic drugs, including Linagliptin (a DPP4 inhibitor). Consid-
ering that diabetes is a risk factor for critical manifestations of COVID-19 
and increases the risk of severe symptoms in people with COVID-19, a 
clinical trial has been registered to assess its efficacy and safety in dia-
betic patients with COVID-19 (NTC04371978). Chronic hyperglycemia 
and inflammation can also lead to abnormalities in the immune system 
[93]. Based on our analysis results, we predict that taking Linagliptin 
can probably benefit these patients as an antiviral agent. Besides, 

Fig. 4. Trovafloxacin (Trovan) had a binding affinity of − 8.9 kcal/mol. The picture shows the interactions between Trovafloxacin (Trovan) and the viral 3CLpro. a. 
The picture represents the results for the analysis of interactions between Trovan and 3CLpro. H bonds, conventional and Pi-donor H-bonds, and hydrophobic in-
teractions are depicted using various colors described in the picture guide of interaction colors below the shape. b. The picture shows the 3D docking interactions 
between Trovan and 3CLpro residues. H bonds are shown with green dashed lines. c. Position of Trovan in the pocket 3CLpro active site. d. The 3D picture shows the 
interactions between Trovan and 3CLpro active site’ critical residues. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.) 
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recently a challenge was posed by a hypothesis against Metformin use in 
the COVID-19 crisis. A recent study in mice showed that Metformin and 
Chloroquine concomitant use (The first emergently approved drug for 
COVID-19) in mice has a high fatal toxicity rate [94]. The results of this 
study, though only in mice, caused concerns among diabetic metformin 
users during the Corona crisis. We suggest that Linagliptin can be 
studied alongside other drugs as a temporary alternative to diabetes in 
the Corona crisis. The potential antiviral effect of Linagliptin could also 
help overcome the viral infection. It also has previously shown attenu-
ating effects on inflammation during wound healing in mice. This 
anti-inflammatory effect may increase the likelihood of its possible 
beneficial effects for COVID-19 pulmonary injuries [95]. Dipeptidyl 
peptidase 4 (DPP4 or the same CD26) is a serine exopeptidase expressed 
in many tissues, including kidney, liver, lung, intestine, and even im-
mune cells. A previous study has hypothesized that DPP4 can probably 
contribute to the virus entry in SARS-CoV-2, using a dock model be-
tween the DPP4 and viral spike. The model had a significant interface. 
Since other CoVs use DPP4 as a receptor, they have assumed that DPP4 
may contribute to the viral entry in SARS-CoV-2. However, they do not 
provide experimental data in this regard. There is also evidence that 
DPP4 inhibitors may modulate inflammation and have anti-fibrotic ac-
tivity [96]. Therefore using Linagliptin, in patients even without type 2 

diabetes can probably prevent the sustained cytokine storm indirectly 
[97]. However, some have presented nuanced debates that we must not 
rush to use DPP4 inhibitors since they may suppress the immune system 
or cause other life-threatening conditions [98,99]. 

Diamorphine (heroin) is another drug that has properly scored 
against viral proteins in our analysis. Consuming high doses of some 
opioids and specifically, heroin affects the brain stem negatively and 
reduces the respiratory rate and has complications to the lungs and 
respiration system [100,101]. However, it can still be used therapeuti-
cally in patients with a terminal disease (perhaps in severe pain to 
prevent neurotic shock). It can probably be investigated for patients in 
advanced and painful stages of cancers with moderate COVID-19 [102]. 

Drospirenone is another drug that has appeared on our list. Dro-
spirenone is used to control acne and PMDD. It is a synthetic progestin 
contraceptive that contains estrogen and progesterone. Although the 
safety of its use is still controversial and it may increase venous 
thromboembolism, it is confirmed by another in-silico study to bind the 
three viral target proteins, including RdRp, Mpro, and PLpro [78]. 

This study has identified 69 small molecule drugs with higher 
binding affinity and interaction with the RdRp and 3clpro proteins 
active pocket residues. The top 10 small molecule drugs with docking 
binding energies lower than 9.2 kcal/mol for RdRp and lower than 

Fig. 5. a. RMSD graphs for ligands in complexes with 3CLpro during 100 ns of the molecular dynamics simulation period. b. RMSD graphs for ligands in complexes 
with RdRp during 100 ns of the molecular dynamics simulation period. 
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8.9 kcal/mol are shown in Table 3. Moreover, the six drugs were 
selected for MD simulation, including Nilotinib, Imatinib, and dihy-
droergotamine for 3clpro and Lapatinib, Dexasone, Relategravir for 
RDRP. 

For 3Clpro, approximately all 3Clpro complexes exhibited a similar 
fluctuation. The RMSF values indicated that Relategravir had more 
reasonable binding stability with RdRp. Moreover, an approximately 
similar RMSF value of residues was predicted for all RdRp complexes. 
Except for Lapatinib, the 5 of 6 drugs demonstrated significant in-
teractions with critical residues indicating their binding stability in 

complexes with 3Clpro and RdRp. During MD simulation, drugs had 
maintained their original docking position thoroughly. 

The results of this and other similar in-silico studies on FDA- 
approved drugs are promising for further in vitro and in vivo in-
vestigations of COVID-19 treatment. We recommend that some herbal 
extracts could also be similarly evaluated in-silico for their possible 
interaction with SARS-CoV-2 proteins in further investigations. 

Fig. 6. a. The ligand molecule’s orientation in the 3CLPRO complex. The ligand’s orientation with its surrounding amino acids in the 3CLPRO complex is shown after 
100 nm of simulation. b. The ligand molecule’s orientation in the RdRp complex The ligand’s orientation with its surrounding amino acids in the RdRP complex is 
shown after 100 nm of simulation. 
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5. Conclusion 

Several studies support that patients infected by SARS-CoV-2 are at 
risk of cytokine storm, inflammatory alterations, and disseminated 
intravascular coagulation. The lungs are the main target organ for the 
virus; patients develop acute lung damages, which can end to respiratory 
failure, although the defects in other organs, heart, nervous system, and 
skin are also reported. In this study, two crucial viral enzymes, RdRp and 
3CLpro, were selected to dock against FDA-approved drugs. We identi-
fied and repurposed several medicines. We then categorized them based 
on their previous indications. These drugs were classified into several 
categories, including antiviral, antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, anti- 
allergic, cardiovascular, anticoagulant, BPH and impotence, antipsy-
chotic, antimigraine, anticancer, and so on. Some of them were also 
previously reported as suitable repurposing candidates against SARS- 

CoV-2 by other in-silico or in-vitro studies. Some of them have also 
been recently registered in clinical trials to assess against COVID-19. 
However, many of them remain to be further experimentally exam-
ined against SARS-CoV-2 in vitro and in vivo. Those that successfully 
suppress SARS-CoV-2 in vitro and in vivo will probably be suitable 
candidates for further clinical investigations against SARS-CoV-2. Based 
on our in-silico analysis, Nilotinib, Imatinib and Dihydroergotamine, 
Dexasone, and Relategravir may be effective drugs to treat COVID-19 
with need more confirming experimental studies. We hope that they 
limit the morbidity and mortality associated with the recent severe acute 
respiratory syndrome pandemic. 
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